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Abstract
The paper examines the relationship between parenting styles concerning media and the ability of young people to criticize media. It is based on 28 qualitative interviews with each parent and their children. Young people use social networks such as Instagram extensively, while their parents use them much less often. Nevertheless, they are the first instance of media socialization. They should communicate norms for media use and inform about opportunities and risks. Instagram fulfils adolescents' desire for social interaction with others or participation in the life of others, documentation of everyday life and the possibility of self-expression through its visual characteristics. The paper develops a typology of young people depending on parenting styles and illustrates their relevance for media criticism. The dimensions of parenting styles heat and control characterize this ability. The higher the warmth of parenting, the higher the children's ability to criticize the media. The influence of control is less clear. It is advantageous to a certain degree and helps the children. If it becomes too strong, control unfolds a rather negative potential that inhibits young people's media literacy.
Wärme der Erziehung, desto höher ist die Medienkritikfähigkeit der Kinder. Der Einfluss der Kontrolle ist weniger deutlich. Sie ist bis zu einem gewissen Grad vorteilhaft und hilft den Kindern. Wird sie zu stark, entfaltet die Kontrolle ein eher negatives Potenzial, das die Medienkompetenz Jugendlicher hemmt.

Introduction
Adolescents are «always and everywhere accessible» as well as «constantly connected to each other on the 'net» (Palfrey and Gasser 2008, 5; see also POPC, Vorderer et al. 2017). They use social media such as Instagram for posting, sharing, commenting, and connecting with peers. Half of all youths between the ages of 12 and 19 use Instagram regularly (JIM 2018). Given the platform’s rapid increase in users, Instagram even «out-shadowed the growth of Facebook and Twitter» (Aßmann and Röbbeln 2013, 26), which exemplifies its importance in the social media realm. With its visual characteristics, Instagram seems to be designed for self-representation and for fulfilling adolescent’s desire (according to their developmental tasks) for social interaction with others or participation in the life of others, documentation of everyday life and the possibility of self-expression through its visual characteristics (Havighurst 1972; Lee et al. 2015; Sheldon and Bryant 2016). Using social media platforms like Instagram, people classify and evaluate received content – skills that adolescents acquire during the media-socialization process. Various actors and groups are involved in this process, with parents playing a central role (Arnett 1995a, b; Süss 2004). The importance of parents in media education stems from the fact that the family remains the most important socialization place for adolescents (Albert et al. 2015; Arnett 2007; Belsky 1984; Hurrelmann and Bauer 2015, 2018). However, parents use social media much less often than their children and regularly have difficulty fully grasping this media world’s complexities (Wagner and Gebel, 2014). In addition to different uses, parents’ and children’s personal characteristics influence the media socialization process (e.g., such as gender, age and socio-economic status, SES; Livingstone, Haddon, and Görzig 2012). Often parents struggle with the possibilities and risks social media platforms offer (Blum-Ross et al. 2018).

Nevertheless, parents have the task of creating an environment which provides the best circumstances for their children to acquire media literacy skills (e.g., for the social media use), as well as they have to accompanying the adolescents during their learning process. To meet this challenge parents must adapt their educational methods to the times to address the digital world’s challenges and potential dangers. Furthermore, parents’ demanding media-education task recently has expanded amid the progressive social processes of medialization (Wagner and Gebel 2014). The family atmosphere offers adolescents needed positive, emotional support on their way to adulthood, and this is an optimal growth stage when parents could help their
children to learn how to use media appropriately, and set limits and regulations to their media use. Particularly because media increasingly penetrate areas of everyday life and open up new possibilities for interaction within the family, they hardly can be kept out of family life (Wagner and Gebel 2014). Socialization takes place in the family context through different parenting styles, which is, according to Maccoby and Martin (1983), is a process that happens somewhere between the dimensions of warmth and control and can be differentiated through the educational measures used (Parental Mediation Theory, Clark 2011; Jiow, Lim, and Lin 2017; Peterson and Hann 1999). One aim of parental education and socialization of adolescents is the acquisition of media literacy, which unfolds within the context of family and its inherent media activities. How can the connection between parenting strategies concerning media and adolescents’ media literacy best be characterized?

This paper focuses on the ability to reflect media content critically, i.e., evaluative media literacy, and on the social network Instagram. Based on qualitative interviews with parents and their children, this research presents a typology of adolescents’ evaluative media literacy depending on the parenting style.

Theoretical background: Media socialization within families
Socialization aims to shape an individual into a socially capable subject (Hurrelmann 1990; Wagner 2011, 2013a) who is a morally upright member of society (Bachmair 2006; Lüscher and Liegle 2015). It is a process in which «individuals are assisted in the acquisition of skills necessary to function as members of their group» (Grusco 2002, 143). These individuals learn to regulate emotions, thoughts, and behaviors; to acquire cultural values and norms for integration into society; to resolve conflicts; to evaluate social relationships; and to take on active roles. In this process not only the result counts, but also the «genesis of skills for social action» (Wagner 2013a, 273), which also takes place on the adaptation of media content.

Part of this socialization process entails the acquisition of skills and the mediation of norms for media use, «the media are integrated in a variety of ways into the everyday lives of individuals and their actions» (Wagner 2013a, 276). This process takes place through self-socialization and external socialization (Arnett 1995a, b, 2007; Süß 2010). Self-socialization emphasizes the individual’s active role in the socialization process and comprises self-directed media and content choices, as well as a biased reception in which one’s own developmental tasks and everyday references serve as orientation (e.g., media appropriation, Wagner 2013a). External socialization focuses on the role of external instances in the media-socialization process (e.g., family, teachers, peers). These instances and adolescents’ socialization goals determine how they deal with the media (Süss 2010). According to Hurrelmann and Bauer (2015, 2018), the family is the most important and primary socialization instance,
communicating external reality to adolescents and helping them filter and interpret it. In addition, the family, as youths’ first conduit with media, provides impulses to create inner reality. Parental socialization, along with that of others, can be deemed media education. However, it depends on the general education concept (Süss 2010).

**Parenting Styles**

Pedagogical approach, which determines how parents raise their children, representing a “pattern of parental behavior and attitudes in the upbringing of [the] children” (Walper, Langmeyer, and Wendt 2015, 369). Following Maccoby and Martin (1983) distinctions between parenting styles are made based on the warmth and control dimensions. Originating from the discipline of child psychology, this categorization belongs to the most pervasive concepts within education. Warmth is used synonymously in extant literature with acceptance, love, or support (Weber 2015) and refers to parents’ affection for their children. However, control includes “the regulation of childlike behavior or (...) the behavior of parents who are supposed to modify childlike behavior or the formation of the ‘inner state’ (attitudes, values ...)” (Peterson and Hann 1999, 333). Following Maccoby and Martin (1983), four parenting styles result from these dimensions:

- **Authoritative-democratic:** Characterized by high warmth levels and clear rules. These parents usually communicate openly with their children, discuss rules, and reach compromises. They view their children’s independence as important, although they take responsibility for their children’s actions, thereby creating a safe environment in which adolescents have the opportunity for self-socialization. To maintain the balance between autonomy and restriction, these adolescents are granted more freedom with increasing age (Seel and Hanke 2015).

- **Negligent:** Characterized by low warmth levels and little control. These parents minimize time and effort in interacting with their children and act partially oblivious. They know neither about their children’s whereabouts nor about their activities and attach little importance to their opinions (Seel and Hanke 2015).

- **Authoritative:** Characterized by pronounced control and medium to low warmth levels. These parents attach great importance to obedience and conformity. Through strong control, they limit their children’s independence, thereby preventing the development of independence and consciousness (Gugel, Ritzi, and Heuss 2013).

- **Permissive:** Characterized by high warmth levels and little control. These parents grant their children a great degree of freedom in connection with few behavioral requirements. Therefore, this style can be described as pampering (Walper et al. 2015). Active steering of the child takes place to a very limited extent. Rather, parents see themselves as a resource that their children can turn to when needed (Seel and Hanke 2015).
A broad consensus exists that the authoritative-democratic educational style creates the best conditions for positive development of adolescents, while the negligent style is considered the most negative. Permissive and authoritarian styles move between the two extremes, with the permissive style seeming to exert rather positive effects on children's development (Seel and Hanke 2015).

The four parenting styles also can be distinguished with regard to parenting styles concerning media education. The focus here is on whether parents control their children's media use, define rules, or create freedom and to what extent they support them.

**Parental mediation**

Parental mediation theory’s starting point is parental media education on childhood TV consumption (Nathanson 1999, 2001; Valkenburg et al. 1999). A distinction is made between three forms of parental mediation (Lemish 2015):

- **Restrictive** measures include rules and regulations that parents institute, including sanctions for non-compliance (Nathanson 2004, 2010; Mares et al. 2018).
- **Active** measures rely on parent-child discussions to interpret and classify media content (Gentile et al. 2012; Warren 2001).
- **Accompanying** measures are sometimes referred to as co-using and refer to parents and children's common use of media (Clark 2011; Mendoza 2009).

Those measures are educative decisions and practices by the parents. According to Jiow et al. (2017), these three measures serve as overarching strategies differentiated by four further dimensions – gatekeeping, discursive, investigative, and distracting dimensions – and are applied in various combinations. For example, restrictive-investigative measures serve to determine the extent to which established rules are followed. Active-investigative measures are used to provide parents with discussion topics, thereby promoting dialogue with their children. With the help of these differentiations, the degree of parental control can be determined. For example, particularly restrictive gatekeeping measures indicate a high level of control, while active-discourse measures indicate moderate control and are an important prerequisite for a relationship at their children's level, in which media communication is a mediasocialization task.

**Evaluative media literacy**

Media literacy is regarded as a key qualification for «finding one’s way around and acting in a media-influenced world» (Aufenanger 2006, 118; Groeben 2004; Potter 2010). A media-literate individual acts media-responsible (Lampert 2006). Media literacy
is essential for sovereign, independent, and socially responsible handling of media (Sowka et al. 2015), and it is normatively perceived as an objective. Schorb (2005) defines media literacy as a learnable bundle of partial skills, such as media knowledge, media action, and media evaluation, whereas this paper is limited to media evaluation only, which is viewed as a central dimension of media literacy (Sowka et al. 2015). Developing young people into responsible individuals requires approaching media critically and reflectively. Therefore, the ability to review the media is an often-discussed dimension of media literacy (Lemish 2015).

These skills are important in processing inner and outer realities. On the basis of the evaluation of previous environmental incidents and experiences, recipients are enabled to «orient and structure their own actions in a targeted manner» (Hurrelmann and Bauer 2015, 149). This discussion leads to an individual action guideline to interpret and evaluate media (content). Media evaluation consists of six dimensions (Sowka et al. 2015; Treumann et al. 2007):

1. **Analytical dimension**: Recognition of staging (fictional vs. non-fictional media content). Analytical skills help ensure that the recipient’s thinking, feeling, and acting are based on realistic world assessments (Potter 2013).

2. **Reflexive dimension**: Recognition of intentionality, which is closely linked to the analytical dimension. The recipient who is capable of criticism should recognize intentions that are not openly communicated and pursued in connection with media content (e.g., commercial interests behind advertising messages).

3. **Credibility**: Assessment of the message’s reliability and classification, e.g., regarding commercial or non-commercial intentions. A self-determined formation of opinion and life function is made possible through a truthful picture of reality (Rozendaal et al. 2011). In this respect, the second and third dimensions are related directly to each other. Only recognizing communication intention enables the recipient to assess senders critically regarding their credibility.

4. **Reflection of personal media use**: Focusing on one’s own media use and critically examining it. This dimension focuses not only on communication outlets, but also on one’s own media use. It includes «[...] the ability of young people to make themselves and their media activities the object of analysis» (Treumann et al. 2007, 33). This requires that a balance be struck between one’s own aspirations and the (normative) demands placed on appropriate forms of media representation.

5. **Ethical dimension**: Moral critical evaluation that considers human dignity, part of the self-revelation of personal value standards. It is decisive to what extent «[...] young people can make value judgments about media and their contents» (Treumann et al. 2007, 33). For example, this is expressed by whether the social consequences of media content are factored into the judgments.
6. **Recognition of threats and opportunities:** Connections between inner and outer realities. Which chances/risks are connected with one’s own and others’ media use? Awareness of danger increasingly is expressed, e.g., whether the reflected recipient protects his or her privacy on social media and how attentive he or she is when dealing with external data.

Youths’ individual ability to criticize media influences behavioral patterns, experiences in the online world, and perceptions of online dangers and opportunities. If one combines this with the fact that media evaluation is a decisive prerequisite for acquiring individual guidelines for action, the ability to criticize media is of central importance. As a core element of media evaluation, it is an indicator of young people’s media literacy.

However, how do young people know how to use media literately and evaluate them critically? Teaching these skills is a central task in the media-socialization process and is taught through various agents, including parents – the most important socialization agent. This paper contextualizes extant research on parents’ socialization and upbringing in the context of youths’ media education and literacy development. Particular attention is paid to the extent to which the warmth and control dimensions – which are regarded as decisive parenting style characteristics – are related to adolescents’ media literacy. The research question is:

\textit{RQ: What is the relationship between parenting style and youths’ media literacy in terms of assessment and reflection?}

**Method: Qualitative interviews with parents and adolescents**

**Research design and interview guidelines**
To answer the research question, we conducted 28 qualitative interviews with parents and their children in summer 2018 (interview dyads). In addition, parents and adolescents were given a primary task (think aloud). Two printed Instagram images were presented, showing the extent to which parents and adolescents can reflect other people’s – in the case of adolescents, their own – self-representation, the importance they would attach to it, and the evaluation of such content. The shown pictures differed in the staging of the representation. A picture was consciously chosen as a staged representation of a young woman showing an advertising cooperation with a cosmetics manufacturer. The other picture showed a young woman after sports or a young man in nature (depending on gender, the picture of the woman or the man was shown). All pictures were real representations of public profiles on Instagram.
Qualitative interviews were chosen because this methodological design is well-suited for examining attitudes, opinions, and behaviors, and because relevant aspects of media literacy and parenting styles are hardly observable. Thus, letting the “test objects” themselves talk about their experiences and specific world views helps make information relevant to research accessible (Vogl 2012). By means of these guidelines, the course of conversation is structured throughout the interview, and a basis of comparison for the interviewees is established. However, as this approach is only half-structured, enough space remains available for open-ended questioning (Keuneke 2017). Regarding the rising trend toward visual realms on social media sites, which led to the rise of platforms like Instagram (Faßmann and Moss 2016), the qualitative approach was applied on the latter.

We developed different interview guidelines for adolescents and parents, but they contained the same constructs. Both focused on adolescents’ media use and literacy. Following the theoretical assumptions, the guidelines contained dimensions of evaluative media literacy that were realized as the ability to recognize and reflect other people’s self-representation, as well as the importance that they would attach to it. Furthermore, interviewees were asked to reflect on the consequences of their actions, how they value the risks and benefits of Instagram, and how they evaluate others’ actions. We included questions on everyday life as well, concerning the relationship between parents and children. To detect parenting styles, the adults also were asked how they mediate values, which rules and restrictions they establish concerning media, and what kind of expectations they place on their children’s media use. All parts corresponded with the guidelines; therefore, the whole interview had to be analyzed. The interviews were conducted face-to-face, recorded, and transcribed into written form.

**Sample**

To understand the link between parenting styles and adolescents’ evaluative media literacy, interview dyads with fathers or mothers and their children were conducted to gain a valid impression of the respective situation. Due to this conceptualization, the statements that each interviewee made can be put into perspective to reduce subjectivity. Most of the interviews took place at respondents’ homes and lasted 21 to 28 minutes each. The dyads were recruited through personal contacts. In total, 18 girls, 10 boys, three men, and 25 women were interviewed. Ages varied from 14 to 17 and from 40 to 55 years (see table 1). Using a personal Instagram account and being between 14 and 17 years old occasionally was viewed as a basic requirement for the interviewed children because this age group makes particularly intensive use of Instagram (JIM 2018). Other recruitment criteria (e.g. with regard to education or the SES) were not defined for young people. Conversely, the parents did not have
any restrictions concerning their participation on Instagram. For privacy matters, all respondents were given pseudonyms.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Adolescents</th>
<th>Parents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pseudonym</td>
<td>Age</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anton</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bea</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cora</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diana</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elena</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Franziska</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bastian</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carsten</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nils</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gloria</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hannah</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ina</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Felix</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gustav</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jana</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Klara</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lilli</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mia</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nina</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olivia</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paula</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Henry</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iliaa</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rosa</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jonas</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steffi</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tina</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tab. 1.: Sample characteristics.

**Analysis**

All interviews were analyzed following a theory-driven approach (Meyen et al. 2019). The theoretical constructs named above were adapted and partly redefined, leading to the final category system. The categories turned out to be suitable for grasping similarities and differences between types (Kluge 2000). The first category is evaluative media literacy, i.e., the ability to reflect on media content critically. This skill comprises the six aforementioned dimensions: the analytical, reflexive, and ethical
dimensions; assessment of credibility; critical reflection of personal media use; and recognition of threats and opportunities. For simplification purposes, this category will be called “evaluative media literacy” henceforth. The second category, parenting styles, focused on control in the sense of prohibitions and restrictions, as well as warmth manifested through the respective parent-child relationship (Wagner 2013b). Other indicators concerning the extent of warmth included interest that parents show in their children's lives, including their knowledge of life's realities and their children's emotional world, and the importance that they attach to mutual activities. As control and warmth build the main axes of our typology and a simple derivation from their linguistic meaning would have been too blurry, we integrated different “activities”, deriving from the Parental Mediation Theory, in our approach. Those – here termed – measures were, therefore, used as a means to make our main indicators measurable. Generally, restrictive measures were seen as a sign for control, whereas active and accompanying measures mostly stood for a warm parenting style. Moreover, the rough distinctions of warmth and control – from low to high – used by Maccoby and Martin (1983), turned out to be too undifferentiated. That's why their theory only functioned as a framework and was further established due to this research. Accordingly, there might be deviations from theory regarding parenting styles in this paper. The third category considers the personality of each individual interviewee. To get an exact idea of something so complex, everyday life and media use, as well as (the conformity between) the values of parents and children, were among the principal focus points. This category is highly important for the final classification and interpretation of the findings.

The analysis was conducted based on these three categories. First, the interviews were examined with a view towards the given categories, so that only crucial areas in the responses were marked and paraphrased. Then the comments containing research-related information were organized into a table in which direct comparisons of extracted aspects of the two interviews per dyad were made. To generalize this information and make it comparable, two more compression steps were taken with the aim of condensing the material and thus recognizing similarities and differences between the dyads (Meyen et al. 2019). In the last step, the second category was broken down into the extent of warmth and control. Additionally, the individual dimensions of media literacy were portrayed briefly and supplied with a positive or negative sign. Along with the different steps, the coders exchanged their initial dyads to guarantee the findings’ comparability.

Based on the interview compressions, the dyads were assigned to the parenting styles outlined before. Because the line between an authoritative-democratic and a permissive parenting style is quite blurry, the dyads were incorporated into a table with four fields containing the axes «warmth» and «control». For means of precision, the latter dimensions were specified due to a continuum reaching from small to large
extent. Thus, in the first step, the compressed information was used to locate the parenting style that the respective children experienced, referencing the extent of warmth and control. In the second step, the resulting point then was transformed into a cross. By using different-size crosses (conveying very low to very high), media literacy – as the third factor – could be integrated into the image. Thus, in the overall view, several agglomerations became apparent. The parenting styles (indicated through the extent of warmth and control) were linked directly to adolescents’ media literacy. Finally, this led to four cohorts that turned out to be suitable for meeting the objectives for a typology: high internal homogeneity within the type and high external heterogeneity compared with other types (Kluge 2000). Based on that, the following process focused on analyzing the dyads’ similarities within different cohorts, building the basis for the four characteristics in the following results section. The most striking characteristic in each type eventually reflects the type name (see figure 1).

Fig. 1.: Development of types.¹

¹ Type I: Reflected self-presenters
+ Type II: Authentic free spirits
+ Type III: Hazard-aware poseurs
+ Type IV: Transfigured imitators
Results: Typology of adolescents based on their evaluative media literacy – combined with parenting styles

The typology evolves around the evaluative media literacy of adolescents. To give a holistic image of how this competence is composed, the parenting styles that children experience – as main indicator – are being taken into account. Thus, the following type descriptions do not solely focus on the characterizing features of the evaluative media literacy, but also stress the respective parenting style.

Type I: Reflected self-presenters

The first type is characterized by high evaluative media literacy on the one hand and authoritative parenting style on the other. This style of parenting – underlying Type I – comprises high warmth in combination with low to moderate control. Instead, parents’ objective is to pose as a dialogue partner rather than control their children explicitly. To achieve this, mostly active-discursive activities are used.

“What we always talk about are the risks, of course. I think it’s important to talk about it, basically that I, as an adult, can sharpen her awareness for them and see how much she can handle by herself. Of course, I supervise that” (Pia, parent).

Parents also demonstrate very strong interest in their children’s social media activities and use a variety of investigative measures. This interest, in combination with low control, comprises a positive relationship between parents and children, one that adults describe as dialogue-based and characterize as mutual trust: «Because we have a two-way trust, I think I know what she's doing in the virtual realm. I don’t control her, but I know it anyway because she shows me often herself» (Fiona, parent). Restrictive activities are applied only in borderline situations in which parents anticipate that a situation has overwhelmed their children. Nevertheless, discursive activities are used primarily: «If I get the feeling that she has a problem, then we talk about it and think of solutions together» (Judith, parent). In combination with this style of parenting, adolescents exhibit high evaluative media literacy, with an outstanding analytical dimension. The adolescents’ ability to distinguish reality from virtuality is remarkably developed, and they can detect self-production easily. What is striking about this is that they do not see it as negative. Indeed, they even adopt this and try to present it in a very positive light. Consequently, aesthetics is most important to them concerning their Instagram content, even more important than authenticity: «On Instagram, I always feel like if I post something, it should be a good post, where I look good» (Bastian, child). This need is strongly connected to adolescents’ awareness of risks: They know that once content is posted, they can never erase it from the web.
«It's not only on Instagram, though, but everywhere if you upload it and everyone can see it. I think also, especially for me, if I want a job someday, then I shouldn’t post pictures when I go to a party or something like that because that wouldn’t be so well-received somehow» (Nils, child).

According to this awareness adolescents tend to represent themselves in a very positive way, so that their profile won’t cause any unforeseen consequences for them in the future. This positive self-presentation might be one reason why many of the adolescents have a public profile, or tend to accept all «following» requests since – in their judgement – no harm can be caused when strangers are able to see their profile.

This type’s abilities in the other dimensions of evaluative media literacy are also well-established. Adolescents detect ads very quickly as well, as they have monetary aspects in mind and judge the advertiser’s credibility on that. Furthermore, they view hate speech and negative comments on social media as shameful. Consistently, the most important value reflected is respect. Generally, most of the children and parents’ values correspond with each other, punctuating the close relationship between them, the parents asserted.

Compared with other media types, social media are of particular importance: «I couldn’t do without, then I wouldn’t notice anything anymore. So, Instagram is very important to me» (Tina, child). Nevertheless, they can reflect on their own media use critically. Under the precondition of guidance and freedom that parents afforded them, the adolescents have developed high evaluative media literacy, with an outstanding ability to detect self-promotion. In addition, Instagram is very important to them, and sometimes, they even ignore risks that they anticipated to satisfy their own desire for self-presentation.

Type II: Authentic free spirits

The authentic free spirits live under a rather permissive parenting style, with lower, but still decent, warmth levels compared with Type I and nearly no control at all. However, these youths’ evaluative media literacy is still high. Parents sporadically make use of active-discursive or investigative measures whenever they see the need to intervene: «If we feel like it would be nice that the cellphones are put away during dinner, then you could consider saying something. But otherwise they are all grown up and I don’t have the impression something is out of control» (Albert, parent). As the parents have high trust in their children and their media-related abilities, they afford their children many freedoms. Moreover, the adolescence phase elicits a laisser-sez faire approach: «I believe that control in this age doesn’t have a positive effect» (Anna, parent). Apart from this, many of the parents consider themselves unable to establish rules regarding Instagram, as they lack the required knowledge to deal with
the platform. Generally, this type has a good, balanced relationship with parents, emphasizing medium to high warmth in the parenting style.

Compared with other types, authentic free spirits consume media less often and also attach a moderate meaning to Instagram: «I know that if I didn’t have [the app], I would also be satisfied» (Carsten, parent). Correspondingly, this type’s members are best described as passive users: «Most of the time, I only watch the posts of others. [...] Very rarely, I upload a photo myself, but that’s once in a blue moon» (Steffi, child). The striking point about the authentic free spirits is that when they decide to post something, authentic presentation is the principal focus: «The people who are following me are mostly my best friends. Why should I deceive them by pretending something to be nice? Or that something looks especially good, if they know me any other way?» (Anton, child).

This particularity easily can be connected to the strong analytical dimension to which this second type is attributed. Most of the authentic free spirits can distinguish reality from virtuality precisely. Therefore, in almost all cases, they can recognize staging connected to Instagram. However, most importantly, they stand out because they directly link the analytical to the reflexive dimensions, and through this, they go beyond pure perception. Thus, they take a closer look at the intentions behind a post and assess staging in the context of profit-making, fake self-portrayal, and status enhancement as negative. Authentic free spirits mainly are critical about products that influencers advertise and tend not to follow their recommendations. However, half of the members of this type did not detect the ad at first glance. Moreover, they were only partly aware of Internet dangers to which they are exposed on a daily basis. Nevertheless, the authentic free spirits consider Internet anonymity to be highly risky, especially «[...] because many people just write something, what they would never tell others in real life» (Klara, child). This is why those of this type declare kindness as their highest value: «I believe that you should deal with one another in a friendly way» (Klara, child).

Authentic free spirits develop from the influence of high parental warmth and few or no restrictions, and they have high analytical skills that – in connection with the strong reflexive dimension – lead to a fundamental skepticism toward Instagram in general and influencers and their advertised products in particular.

Type III: Hazard-aware poseurs

Hazard-aware poseurs are the most controlled adolescents in this typology. The type’s parenting style is characterized by regulations and restrictions when it comes to media access and use. «No cell phones at the table – that’s our rule. At night, it has to be in the kitchen. It doesn’t come to the (bed)room to prevent them from beginning to ‘gamble’ at night» (Thea, parent). This high control comes with moderate
warmth when referring to juveniles’ media use. These parents are very concerned with social media risks in particular, yet they do not understand the importance of it for adolescents, and the potential benefits often are overlooked: «It’s like that … (this) new media and this influencer, where we as adults know absolutely nothing about, is just normal and that’s not my world. That’s why I’d limit it» (Beate, parent). Consequently, parents’ interest in their children’s social media activities is rather low, which leads to a relative lack of warmth in this regard. Investigative measures, which often are utilized, are not meant to satisfy parents’ curiosity about their children’s activities. However, to ensure their children follow their rules, conformity is of great importance to the adults: «I expect that if I tell her something or ask her, and she gives me an answer, we come to an agreement or I give an order that she adheres to; I don’t stay with that» (Beate, parent). If adolescents do not follow the rules, strict consequences occur. «Then I take the device. I restrict the usage,» Beate (parent) said. This parenting style with media usage can be identified as authoritarian. This style has various effects on the relationship between parents and children. It seems, that with more restrictions and regulations, children feel less motivated to discuss their thoughts and concerns with their parents. They become more like an opponent than a confidant. Following this, high control leads to a less trustful relationship.

In addition, hazard-aware poseurs’ media use is moderate in terms of evaluative media literacy. The reason for their lower consumption is less about a lack of interest and more about strict rules to follow. If the adolescents get the chance, they widen their media use extensively. If asked, parents claim active mediation is useless: «But then the addiction is always bigger, especially with Instagram. I see that there are messages popping up at one-second intervals» (Ruth, parent). Instagram is very important for most adolescents, and even the few who claim that it is not feel like they must use it to stay up to date: «They all talked about it, how great it is and what is the newest trend. I found it silly because everyone laughed at me because I didn’t have Instagram. Yes, I didn’t want to download it at first, but then I thought like I don’t care. Then I downloaded it» (Nina, child). The high level of appreciation for Instagram is linked to an inability to distinguish real life from the online realm. For these adolescents, it is difficult to recognize staging. Due to this, they develop envy for influencers and other Instagram users, as well as a desire to show the world an equally perfect picture of themselves: «Probably most people post pictures of themselves where they look perfect; mine don’t always look that perfect, but you try to make it as perfect as possible» (Bea, child). However, this type has an outstanding ability to detect online risks, an ability related closely to parenting style, which is based on adults’ focus on risks. Privacy issues and data security seem most important to these adolescents. In the other dimensions of evaluative media literacy, their abilities are low to moderate.
This type shows moderate evaluative media literacy compared with the others. They idolize influencers and try to achieve a similarly perfect self-portrayal online. Parents’ tight control indicates a strong vigilance toward online risks to their children but this vigilance seems to fuel the high importance that their adolescent children place on social media, as they were never allowed to experience such media themselves and develop evaluative media literacy.

**Type IV: Transfigured Imitators**

Transfigured imitators have the lowest media literacy out of all four types. Given the low warmth and lack of control that these youths experience regarding their education, their parents are often described as careless. A certain ignorance often accompanies this low parental involvement: «She goes to school. I hope she goes to school. Afterward, she hopefully does her homework […]» (Lydia, parent). This sort of parenting style is viewed as negligent in extant literature. The reasons for this apathy usually can be found in difficult parent-child relationships often linked to the adolescent life stage. Particularly stubborn behavior by youths leads to differences of opinion with their parents: «If she has set her mind on a routine or a special date, then she won’t deviate a millimeter from that» (Ulrike, parent). Moreover, this unruly behavior results in no restrictions or rules being applied because «her daughter doesn’t care what she [the mother] says; that would end up in a serious fight» (Lydia, parent). In the end, this also can affect parents’ support and warmth toward their children, as their behavior is just not «family-compatible» (Ulrike, parent). However, if parents make use of education measures, they most likely will apply investigative methods, particularly for their own sake: «[My husband] could even pursue all their chat messages online […] Actually, it was just interesting to hear, when he [the son] chatted with girls» (Nora, parent). Finally, a break in the child-parent relationship becomes evident when the youths fail to adopt the values that parents communicate to them: «Back in the days, just looking good wasn’t very important. But confidence, career and equality were important» (Lydia, parent). Hannah, the daughter of this interviewed mother, embodies exactly what Lydia distances herself from. She idolizes certain persons on Instagram based on their looks, because «that would also be nice to be as photogenic» (Hannah, child).

The transfigured imitators live up to their own ideals, reflecting superficial striving for perfection, which social media platforms like Instagram promote. Considering that the members of this type use media intensively and place much value on self-portrayal, their low evaluative media literacy leaves them vulnerable to many threats. Particularly because the youths belonging to this cohort struggle to differentiate between virtuality and reality, they are prone to becoming stuck in an alternative reality that Instagram creates. To approach this ideal of a perfect world, they...
first search for inspiration on the platform, then adapt strategies of representation that they see influencers use: «If I know a person whose feed I like, then I get inspired by that. Hence, I look, how it looks like on her account, then I think if it would also fit for me» (Paula, child). By this, an unrealistic perspective on the world is fostered because for the adolescent, the virtual world functions as a fundamental measuring tool that drives actions. Furthermore, the blurry line between virtuality and reality leads to dangers from Internet use being ignored and privacy becoming a secondary matter. Accordingly, Paula (child) said she also has posted photos of herself in a bikini because «bikinis are meant to be seen in.» Given the struggles that youths have distinguishing real from virtual worlds, they also do not understand the circumstances surrounding product placement. If the reflexive dimension is not notably strong, product placement stimulates relevant buying impulses: «If I like it and if I have enough money to buy it – because I’m rather following people in the high-end section» (Felix, child). Obviously, if intentions are not being detected, it is hard to make a differentiated assessment of the advertised product.

Under the terms of low warmth and low to no control, transfigured imitators have relatively low media literacy compared with other types. The lack of evaluative media literacy can take on an undesirable dynamic of its own if media use and striving for perfection are not regulated in some way.

Discussion
Results show the relevance of parenting styles in their children’s evaluative media literacy. It becomes clear that first, the two criteria of warmth and control exert a decisive influence on adolescents’ evaluative media literacy, and second, that adolescents differ in terms of their media literacy depending on parenting style concerning media. Table 2 provides an overview:
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Tab. 2: Typology of adolescents’ evaluative media literacy depending on parenting style.

Type characteristics | Type I: Reflected self-presenters | Type II: Authentic free spirits | Type III: Hazard-aware poseurs | Type IV: Transfigured imitators
--- | --- | --- | --- | ---
Attributes | 5 girls, 3 boys | 5 girls, 6 boys | 6 girls | 2 girls, 1 boy
Parenting | | | | |
   Warmth | High | Medium to high | Medium | Low
   Control | Low to medium | Low to none | High | Low to none
   Measures | Strongly active-discursive, sometimes investigative | To some extent active-discursive, to some extent investigative | Extremely restrictive and investigative, seldom active | Hardly used
Evaluative media literacy | Very high recognition of opportunities and risks & reflection of personal media use | High distinguishing virtuality and reality | Medium recognition of risks | Low none

The described findings indicate that warmth in terms of media education strongly benefits adolescents’ evaluative media literacy. The higher the warmth, the higher their media literacy. One of the supposed factors is that warmth comes from parents’ high sensitivity to their children’s abilities and needs. Through active-discursive mediation, adults create and improve that sensitivity so that parenting styles can be adjusted individually. According to extant studies, an individual parenting style is positively related to high social abilities and high independence (Belsky 1984). Our findings underline this, given that adolescents who experienced a warmer parenting are less likely to imitate influencers or follow their recommendations. Furthermore, these youths tend to have higher social abilities, which shows through the high importance of respect and affability toward juveniles.

Another factor might be that warmth seems to create a positive parent-child relationship, which is characterized by mutual trust. This allows for open discussions, which again enable parents to support juveniles in superior ways. With a less authoritarian structure, parents become more like confidants, making it easier for their children to accept parental advice. This kind of supportive parenting has been proven to exert a positive effect on children’s development in a wider context, but when applied to media literacy, our results support this theory (Weber 2015). Although warmth exerts an undeniably positive impact on evaluative media literacy, when adolescents grow up, this warmth needs to be combined with freedom progressively, or else their development might be suppressed in terms of autonomy. Hence, the
perfect environment for development of evaluative media literacy can be provided through a parenting style that comprises high warmth, but still provides enough latitude for children to develop individually.

Based on the typology, we state that evaluative media literacy decreases with ascending control. Simultaneously non-existent control shows the same effect. Reasons for this can be found in various contexts. One aspect might be that with more restrictions and regulations, parents are less likely to be confidants for children, providing advice and help. Consequently, it becomes more difficult for parents to provide guidance. If no control, for example in terms of regulations exists to the contrary, the adolescents could feel abandoned by their parents and will not turn to them likewise. Furthermore, if parents mostly utilize restrictive measures, children’s potential for self-socialization is reduced. During adolescence, children should experiment in a sheltered surrounding to learn how to be a responsible member of society. Consequently, the grade of external control should decrease steadily while the grade of individual responsibility should rise until the juveniles are fully independent. Without that, children cannot tap into their full potential for self-socialization, which leads to lower-level abilities compared with their contemporaries, who can improve theirs through constant trial and error, which is an important factor in developing media literacy, not only in the context of self-socialization, but also for evaluating and classifying media content. If, for example, youths already tried to use certain strategies of self-portrayal themselves, these strategies might get easier to detect, and more important, the ability to evaluate them will be developed. In this way, juveniles will gain a more realistic perspective on content and improve their analytical abilities to prevent idealization of media offers.

Furthermore, a relationship appears to exist between the high value of media to youths and high control, constituted through restrictive measures by parents. A lack of knowledge about media leads to more curiosity about it, especially in this life stage, when restrictions only seem to increase attraction, as well as elicit resistance. During this phase of life, adolescents are likely to ignore rules and restrictions, and even break them on purpose. Accordingly, parents must pay attention and avoid turning their list of limitations into a hit list (Süss 2004). And yet, this life stage may explain why adolescents still need a certain amount of control and restrictions to create supporting circumstances that help develop their evaluative media literacy. To accomplish developmental tasks, juveniles still need their parents’ guidance for orientation and support, especially in the tangle of media offers. Therefore, parents’ task is to create a supportive, balanced environment through steady adaptation of control over adolescents’ abilities and needs, so that they have the freedom they need to master self-socialization, particularly in terms of media socialization.
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